George Roussas in his early years as undergraduate at the University of Athens, Greece

Upon graduation, University of Athens, Greece
Upon graduation, University of California, Berkeley

The family of George's father. From left to right: George, sister Demetra, mother (Maria), sister Stella, father (Gregory), sister Aggeliki, and nephew John
George and Mary newly--wed, Madison, Wisconsin

George’s parents
The Roussas boys. From right to left: Gregory, John, George---Alexander

Delivering a speech upon his installation as Chancellor of the University of Patras, Greece
An aspect of Roussas’s house in Patras, Greece

Soon after his appointment in the UC---Davis
Faculty and staff of the Department of Statistics UC-Davis, in the early 1990's

Fishing while at "Mary Lou's" island on the French River. Ontario, Canada
George Roussas is delivering his inaugural speech at the Academy of Athens, Greece

Interview in the Department of Statistics, UC--Davis, by Debasis Bhattacharya and Frank Samaniego
The third generation: John's and Casie's children

All three generations
Professor George Roussas in his Study